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Diagram showing the architecture of LSTM networks for parsing a sentence: "The fox jumped root brown."
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![Bar Chart](chart.png)

The chart illustrates the non-projective percentage for different languages. The x-axis represents the languages: English, Arabic, Portuguese, Basque, and Ancient-Greek. The y-axis represents the non-projective percentage. The chart shows that Ancient-Greek has the highest non-projective percentage at 63.2%, followed by Basque at 33.7%, Portuguese at 18.4%, Arabic at 8.2%, and English at 0.3%.
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![Bar chart showing labeled attachment error for different languages. The x-axis represents languages: English, Arabic, Portuguese, Basque, Ancient-Greek. The y-axis represents labeled attachment error. The chart compares two methods: Stat and Static-Dynamic.]
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The graph shows labeled attachment error for different languages and parsing methods. The languages are English, Arabic, Portuguese, Basque, and Ancient-Greek. The methods compared are Stat, Static-Dynamic, and Pproj. The error rates vary across languages, with Ancient-Greek showing the highest error rate for all methods.
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![Graph showing labeled attachment error for different languages and parsing models. The x-axis represents languages: English, Arabic, Portuguese, Basque, Ancient-Greek. The y-axis represents labeled attachment error. The models compared are Stat, Static-Dynamic, Pproj, and Proj. The error is lowest for Stat and highest for Proj, with variations for each language.](image)
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